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Sliding Down Inlines with Fixed Desent
Time: a Converse to Galileo's Law of Chords
Je Babb
Suppose that a vetor is anhored at the origin and lies along the posi-
tive x-axis. Consider rotating the vetor ounter lokwise about the origin
through an angle A, with 0 < A < π. Consider a partile of mass m whih
is initially at rest and then slides, under gravity and without frition, from a
starting point on the inlined vetor down towards the origin. LetDA denote
the distane of the starting point from the origin. For eah value of A, sup-
pose thatDA is hosen to ensure that the partile requires exatly T seonds
to reah the origin. Determine the urve haraterized by the starting points
of the partiles.
For the partile under onsideration, let dA(t) be the distane travelled
along the vetor at time t, vA(t) = d
′
A(t) be the veloity along the vetor at
time t, and let aA(t) = v
′
A(t) be the aeleration along the vetor at time t.
Note that by denition, DA = dA(T ).
If aA(t) is some onstant K, then
dA(t) =
K
2
t2 . (1)
This may be onrmed by integrating aA(t) twie with respet to time and
applying the initial onditions dA(0) = 0 and vA(0) = 0 to obtain zero for
both onstants of integration.
Sine the partile is sliding down a fritionless inline in the Earth's
gravitational eld, the omponent of aeleration along the inline is
K = g sinA, where g is the aeleration due to gravity at the Earth's surfae.
If the desent time is xed at T seonds, then
DA = dA(T ) =
g
2
T 2 sinA . (2)
A point (r, θ) in polar oordinates may be expressed in Cartesian oordinates
as (x, y), where x = r cos θ and y = r sin θ. Consider the following equa-
tion, whih is expressed in polar oordinates as
r = 2c sin θ , (3)
where r > 0 and 0 < θ < π. Multiplying both sides of equation (3) by r
yields
r2 = 2cr sin θ (4)
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By setting x = r cos θ and y = r sin θ, equation (4) may be re-expressed in
Cartesian oordinates as
x2 + y2 = 2cy .
Subtrating 2cy from eah side and ompleting the square on y2−2cy yields
x2 + (y − c)2 = c2 (5)
whih is the equation of a irle of radius c entred at the point (0, c).
Thus, as depited in the gure at right,
the lous of points dened by equation (2) is
a irle resting upon the origin (0, 0), entred
at
(
0,
g
4
T 2
)
on the vertial axis, and of radius
g
4
T 2.
On an historial note, the motivation for
this problem arose while onsidering the Law
of Chords, whih was stated and proven by
Galileo Galilei in his 1638 masterpiee Dia-
logues Conerning Two New Sienes. Galileo
onsidered rates of desent along a vertial ir-
le and, with his Proposition VI, established
the Law of Chords (see [1℄, p. 212):
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(
0,
g
4
T 2
)
If from the highest or lowest point in a vertial irle there be
drawn any inlined planes meeting the irumferene, the times
of desent along these hords are eah equal to the other.
Galileo's proof of the Law of Chords is presented via a series of geomet-
ri propositions, whih require familiarity with many of Eulid's theorems.
The question the author wished to address was whether the vertial
irle is the only urve with the property that desent time to the lowest
point on the urve is onstant for all hords. This paper demonstrates that
the vertial irle, or one of its omponent ars interseting at the lowest
point of the irle, is indeed the only suh urve.
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